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                                 Abstract

   This paper discusses to what extent graphical methods convey the information of mul-
tivariate data. Three kinds of graphical representation,i.e., radar chart, letter graph and
face graph, are .selected and compared frorn the cognitive aspect. For this purpose three
sets of 30 multivariate data, which had three clusters, were generated for the cases of three
variables, five variables and seven variables, and the graphs of those data sets were shown to

college students and were classified into three groups based on their subjective impression.
The results show that those three graphical methods have different properties such that it is
easier to classify the letter graphs when the number of variables are small while the case of
five variables is the easiest for the other two kinds of graphical representation.

1 Introduction

Today, graphical representation is an important part of statistical data analysis. Graphical

methods make it possible to find features in the data which can not be found by numerical

methods. As Cox(1978) points out, there is a major need for theory of graphical methods. As

Kruskal(1975) points out, graphical methods for data analysis are largely unscientific. It seems

that graphical methods need scientific foundation.

   Until now, most researches into graphical methods have focused on the technical aspect of

data representation. Though the development of techniques is very important, it deals with a

small piece of the whole process of graphical methods.

   This study is based on human recognition. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the

graphical methods through the human recognition by means of an experiment in which examinees

are asked to classify some graphs into groups with their subjective impression.
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   Wakimoto et .a, l(1979) discusses the relationship Petween multivariate statistical methods

                   'and graphical methods. They classify graphical methods into groups based on their relations

with multivariate methods. For example, one group which is associated with regression analysis

includes: scatter plot, linked vector graph and probability plot; and the second group which is

associated with PCA includes: scatter plot, radar chart, face graph, biplot, triangle polynomial

graph and statistical ellipse. This research chooses the techniques which highlight the nature of

the data.

   According to Wakimoto et al(1979) the graphical methods concerned with cluster analysis

contain scatter plot, radar chart, face graph, body graph, constellation graph, vector separation

graph, biplot, non-linear mapping plot and dendrogram. Further work by Goto et al(1986)

discusses graphical representation in accordance with usage of the statistical method. In their

study, the following graphical methods can be used for the purpose of cluster analysis or dis-

criminant: scatter plot, histogram, constellation graph, face graph, dendrogram, SHADE, AID,

tree and castle graph.

2 Method
2.1 Selection of multivariate graphs

Generally, graphical methods can be divided broadly into descriptive and analytical types as

mentioned in the preface. Of these two types one includes methods such as radar chart, face

graph, constellation graph, tree graph and linked vector graph, and the other includes methods

such as biplot, non linear mapping, triangle polynomial graph, probability plot and statistical

ellipse.

   In this study, the graphs of the descriptive type were chosen because this purpose is to

establish to what extent the human eye can cognize data depending on the type of graphical

representation stimulus it receives.

   Wakimoto et al(1979) discussed the relationship between multivariate statistical analysis

and graphical methods. They arranged the graphical methods into groups in accordance with

multivariate methods. For example, one group which is associated with regression analysis

includes: scatter plot, linked vector graph and probability plot; and the second group which is

associated with PCA includes: scatter plot, radar chart, face graph, biplot, triangle polynomial
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graph and statistical ellipse.

   In this study, the graphical techniques concerned with cluster analysis were chosen,

   According to Wakimoto et al(1979) the graphical methods concerned with cluster analysis

can be summarized as scatter plot, radar chart, face graph, body graph, constellation graph,

vector separation graph, biplot, non-linear mapping plot and dendrogram. Further work by

Goto et al(1986) arranged graphical representation in accordance with usage of the statistical

method. In their study, the following graphical methods can be used for the purpose of cluster

analysis or discriminant: scatter plot, histogram, constellation graph, face graph, dendrogram,

SHADE, AID, tree and castle graph.

   Having established this, it is possible to choose from the radar chart, face graph and body

graph. However, since the face graph and body graph are fundamentally similar displaying data

of resembling qualities, in this study the more popular face graph is chosen to avoid data analysis

problems.

   Furthermore the letter graph was additionally selected to join the face graph and radar chart

since it can clearly and succinctly show the characteristics of the data. The letter graph is made

possible by the letter size describing the value of the variable. These three graphical techniques

were thus chosen, below is an outline of each graph type,

   Of all the graphical methods the radar chart is originally the most popular. It makes for easy

composite comparisons of the data since its appearance is readily understood, Thus in previous

research the radar chart has been utilized frequently. However it's validity is not entirely proved

as a representative medium,

   Like the radar chart, the face graph(Chernoff,1973) is a popular means of graphical technique

and there are many studies concerned with the face graph. It displays the data via facial

expression on a human face representation. All the data is shown on one face. Thus differing

quantities are spotted with ease. It can also deal with distinctive features in the data well.

However, the problem of which variable to assign to which facial feature and the complicating

factor of too many variables are among it's disadvantages.

   According to Hirai et al(1990) the letter graph also shows data and it's peculiarities well.

It can utilize one letter to represent two variables. In this way it permits interrelation and

qualitative analysis of the graph.
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The letter graph is produced as shown below:

1. The first step is to prepare the data which consists of n observations on 2 Å~ p variables.

  According to the situation of data, appropriate transformations performed on xij•,yij•(i =

  1,2,•••,n;o' = 1,2,•-•,p) such as

                          x:-o- = XiOi -.jXj' +b, y:•J• = YiOs' -yj. Yj' +b (1)

  where, b is a positive constance, zrs•,2E• is the samble mean of Xj,Yj respectively and

                                                           .t                                                                              '  Sxj, Syj• is the sample standard deviation of each variable.

  In the case of examination marks at school, it is suitable to transform the data into

  deviation values as

                   xl.j = lo (Xij -.j-Xj) + 50, yg, = 10 (Yiji -,,.-Yj) + 50 ('2)

                        '
2. The next step is to decide the letter. As 2 variable can be represented by a letter, p types

  of letters must be prepared in the case of 2 Å~ p variables.

3. For step 3, the length and width of the letters is assigned to the values of xi,yi. In

  observation i, length and width of the first letter are transformed as

                                   l(Xii) ,l (gZf !'i) ' (3)

  or

                                   i(igtL'i),i(llf66•) (4)

  respectively, where l is a length of a letter,

  Similarly, the p-th letter is drawn by the values of x:•p, yp.

4. For the final step, letters are drawn and arranged from left to right.
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2.2 Datageneration

3,5 and 7 dimensional observations were generated based on models N(pk, I) ofthree groups,i.e.,k==1,2

and 3, where the distances between respeetive set as 3,4 and 5 regamdless of their dimensions.

For each variable, samples of 12,10 and 8 were drawn at random. These three respective groups

make a sample total of 30. Table 1.1 N 1.3 shows each variable average for each group.

   The distance between respective groups was set at 5 for between group 1 and group 2, 4 for

between group 1 and group 3 and at 3 for between group 2 and 3.

                      Table 1.1 Center of each group(3 variables)

variable1 variable2 variable3

Group1 1.565 3.332 1.565

Group2 -1.767 1.660 -1.767

Group3 o.ooo OJOOO o.ooo

Mean -O.067 1.664 -O.067

SD 1.853 1.850 1.853

Table 1.2 Center of each group(5 variables)

variable1 variable2 variable3 variable4 variable5

Group1 O.990 O.990 O.990 2.555 2.555

Group2 -1.565 -1.565 -1.565 O.910 O.910

Group3 o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo

Mean -O.192 -O.192 -O.192 1.155 1.155

SD 1.106 1.106 1.106 1.118 1.118

Table 1.3 Center of each group(7 variables)

variable1 variable2 variable3 variable4 variable•5 variable6 variable7

Group1 O.750 O.750 O.750 O.750 2.141 2.141 2.141

Group2 -1.390 -1.390 -1.390 -1.390 O.650 O.650 O.650

Group3 o.ooo o,ooo o,ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo

Mean -O,213 -O,213 -O.213 -O.213 O,930 O.930 O.930

SD O.787 0,787 O,787 O.787 O,804 O.804 O.804
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2.3 Graphical representation and experiment

From the random data a radar chart, face graph and letter graph was drawn for each of the 3,5

and 7 variable cases. Thus a total of 9 kinds of graphs were produced and 30 kinds of each graph

classification were established. The face graph was drawn utilizing the following 7 components(as

shown in table 2); face length, curvature of the mouth, slant of the eyes, ellipticity of the eyes,

slant of the eyebrows, distance from the centre to the edge of the face and the length of the

nose.

Table 2 Assignment of variables in face graph

Variables partofface
Variable1 lengthofface
Variable2 curvatureofthemouth
Variable3 ellipticityoftheeyes

Variable4 slantoftheeyes
Variable5 slantoftheeyebrows
Variable6 distancefromthecenter

totheedgeoftheface
Variable7 thelengthofthenose

   In accordance with table 2, the case of 3 variables utilized variables 1-3 inclusive, 5 variables,

1-5 inclusive and 7 variables used all 7 of the parameters listed. The decision of which variables

to use was problematic but with due consideration to previous research, by Matsubara(1977),

Chernoff(1975), it was possible.

   For example Honda et al recommended that eyebrow shape, distance between the eyebrow

and eye, eye shape, distance between the eyes, nose shape and mouth shape were important

factors in describing the face graph's features.

   Other research by Ellis et al discovered, that when using composite(montage) photos, only

the forehead, eyes and mouth could be accurately represented.

   If we consider these studies we can see that only the eye, eyebrow, facial outline and mouth

can produce a strong recognitive quotient in subjects.

   As a pre-experiment, I investigated the facial expression idea loading at 18 parts of the face.

Iexamined the extent of changes and transformations in each part over a 10 stage process. In

my experiment involving 87 subjectsI found that the largest changes occurred in 5 features;
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face length, slant 6f •the eyes:, slant of the eyebrows, curvative of the mouth and ellipticity of the

eyes. With .Chernoff7s.and other previous investigations taken into account we finally selected

those features shown in tatt'le 2 as the most suitable variables in our experiment.

             ' '' tt/
   Finally the letter graph •employs the alphabet to display its findings where one Ietter repre-

               '
sents one variable. Representation ofeach graph conformed to Seto/B(Tarumi and Hayashi,1990).

The face graph which is used in this study linked the slant of the eye and slant of the eyebrow

giving it a slightly different appearance from other face graphs.

   For each graph type,Ipresented 30 graphs to the subjects and instructed to place the similar

Iooking graphs into 3 separate classifications. Moreover, since the focus ofthis experiment was to

observe the way the graphs are looked at, the subjects were 120 Junior College students(aged 20-

21) who had little or no knowledge of statistics or graphical analysis. In this way the investigation

erased any preconceived ideas of the subject and enabled bias to be reduced to a minimum. The

subjects were shown 9 graphs(3 each of face graph, radar chart and letter graph) and 3 of

vatriabies. Having been put into 3 groups, 40 subjects were asked to asses each group in the way

mentioned above.

2.4 Statistical analysis

1)Correct response

   First,.in order to evaluate the 'correctness' of the classification of the 30 graphs I calculated

the correct response by using the data which did not have a missing value. In this experiment

the definition of correct response is two-fold. So, if samples of the same group are classified by

subjects into the same group or if samples of differing groups are classified in different groups,

the response is 'correct'. llhrem this definition, all those samples assigned to the same groups were

given a value of 1 and those assigned to differing groups were given O value in the data matrix

for each subject. Such a matrix was drawn for each subject. Then each matrix was compared

to the correct matrix and the samples which accord with the correct matrix were given a vaiue

of 1. The other samples were given a value of O.

   Table 3 shows the standard deviation and average of the 'correct' rate. Since the sample

number was 40 in each graph, the sample number including missing values is 40-n.
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Table 3 Mean and standard deviation of correct rate in each subject

Radarchart Facegraph Lettergraph
Ratio SD N Ratio SD N Ratio SD N

3dimension O.6791 O.0589 28 O.6634 O.0484 25 O.7392 O.0643 32

5dimension O.7769 O.1011 30 O.8093 O.1008 31 O.7253 O.1029 23

7dimension O.7237 O.0796 27 O.6206 O.0430 26 O.6659 O.0717 31

   As table 3 shows, we can see that comparing the face graph and radar chart yields extremely

high correct response value in the case of 5 variables in spite of the diMculty of cognition of

variable numbers. The high correct response value maybe connected with the problem ofvariable

assignment. Additionally the number of the variables in the face graph may affect the judgement

of the subject adversely. Table 3 may also indicate that there is an optimum variable number

for the face graph.

   The correct rate of the radar chart has a high score in the case of 5 variables. In the case

of 3 variables the effect of one unusually large or small value can over-infiuence the viewer's

perception. Furthermore, with many variables the graph becomes chaotic so as.to render it

difficult to comprehend. So the case of 5 variables is the simplest and clearest for interpretation.

   Finally the results of the letter graph indicate that as the number of variables lncreased the

correct response value decreased. In this experiment it is best to regard the letter graph as a

bar-chart since with many variables the appraisal of the schematic is complicated. The letter

graph shows the highest correct ratio for the 3 variables case of any of the graph types.

   2)Relation between the distance between the groups and rnisclassified data

                            '
   In order to investigate the relationship between misclassified data and the dlstance between

the groups, an accumulated response matrix was producted for each graph type. Table 4 shows

an accumulated matrix of the face graph for the case of 5 variables. From table 4, the relation

between each group interval •can be expressed as shown in figure 1.
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Table 4 Accumulated response matrix of the face graph for the case of 5 variables.
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Figure 1 Territory among three groups
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   In figure 1, each territory, 1, 2 and 3 represents their respective classified groups 1,2 and

3. Furthermore, territory 4 shows the classification of groups 1 and 2. Similarly territory 5

shows that of groups 1 and 3 and territory 6 of groups 2 and 3. Thus in order to observe the

relationship of the distance between the groups and the data classification, territoly 4, 5 and 6

                                                                              'need to be examined.

                                                                         '   Table 5 shows the mean response rate of correct classification gor.the 6 territories for the 5

variable cases. The distance between the groups is 5 for territory 4, 4 for territofy 5 and 3 for

territory 6.

            Table s The mean response rate 6f correct classification for each territory.

territory1 .territory2 territory3 territory4 territory5 territory,6

Radarchart O.3849 O.3763 O.3345 O.3347 O.3139 e.3142

Facegraph O.4047 O,4201 O.4724 O,3124 O.3364 O.2698
Lettergraph O.3484 O.3411 O.3649 O,3489 O.3211 O.3326

   From table 5 we can see that in territory 4 the response rate is higher than for territories

5 and 6 in both the letter graph and radar chart. This is caused by the slight infiuence of the

distance between the groups. However in the face graph, territory 5 has a higher value than

territory 6. Thus we can suggest that the distance between the groups may have little effect on

the cognition of the graph. In addition we can see that the values for territories 5 and 6 are

almost identica} in the case of the radar and letter graph, whereas the face graph shows a clear

numerical difference between the two territories. From this result we can extract two facts: One,

that there is little difference between the three types of graphs and two, that it is diMeult to

classify the data by looking at the graphs only.

   3)Quantification 4 analysis.

   To examine the degree of reproduction of the original data, a comparison was made between

the result which applied PCA to the low random data and the result which applied quantification

method to the accumulated response matrix.

   In quantification 4, similarity matrix which transformed the diagonal component of the

accumulated response matrix to O was used.

   Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of coordinate based on PCA by the random data for the

5 variable case of the face graph. Figure 3 shows the scatter plot of coordinate based on
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quantification 4 by the accumulated response matrix data.
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   In figure 2, three groups can be clearly distinguished and the relationship of distance between

groups can be represented. However in figure 3 all samples with the exception of(C5, C6, C7,

C8) and (B5, B7, B9) can not be classified easily, Thus Ican say from this result that data

cannot be classified by only human recognitive abilities as well as numerical methods can,

3 Concludingremarks

In this experiment, to discuss the classification of multivariate data through human recognition

ability, an experiment of graph classification was carried out by using 3 types of graphs: radar

chart, letter graph and face graph, The results are shown below.

  1, The highest correct response rate was in the case of both the face graph and radar chart

     with 5 variables, The difficulty of classification increased as the number of variables

     increased for all graph types, Additionally the letter graph gave an extremely high correct

     response rate with few variables. This suggests that there may be an optimum variable

     number for classification of data in terms of human recognition.

  2. From the results of the analysis on the incorrectly classified data I can say that the distance

     between the graphs has little effect on the mean response rate of each territory. It is perhaps

     inappropriate to classify the graphs in this way in this study.

  3. Reproducing the original data by application of the quantification 4 was difficult with

     the exception of one part of the sample. In future experiments evaluation by means of

     non-metric MDS would be a possible advantage.

   From the results obtained I can see that it is not always best to classify data through

human recognition. Thus. though a detailed classification by graphical techniques is diMcult,

an approximate classification is possible.

   However, in an attempt to produce a detailed view, limitations were found with the classi-

fication. These limitations were a result of each individual's recognitive ability of the graphical

representatlons.

   At the outset I considered that the graphs could be cognized by humans well, however in this

experiment it was shown that the capability of the graph to differentiate data was limited by the
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cognitive abiiity of the subject. If we were to 6ontinue the investigation, clearly we would need

to develop a graph method with higher evaluative qualities for use in statistical experiments.

   Finally, the problems which could not be examined in this study included: the way in which

the variables were assigned for the face graph, tbe analysis of correlating data and of individual

differences between subjects. Each problem should be examined independently in detail to

further validate this type of experiment.
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